TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
SEC. 27 T 4 S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: Book 4 Page 96 ± 1956
Triple Stump S 49° E 28 5
2" 1" P. fence Gr S 24° 46' W 32 1
2" 1" P. fence Gr N 8° W 48 8

Book 3 Pg 317 Book 3 Pg 230 Book 8 BK 1 P 83
Book 5 Pg 377 BK 5 P 155 MAP A 115 & A 316

ALL GLO B.T.S ARE GONE.

CONCLUSION
FOUND: 1' 1' P. 4' deep in US 101 blacktop
not useable.
Stump remains S 49° E 28 5
2" 1" P. fence Gr S 24° 46' W 32 14 = 32 14
2" 1" P. fence Gr N 8° W 48 8 = 48 88

Found 2' 1' Iron Pipe with 3' Brass Cap South 13 14 which
is witness corner set by R.S. 920 in 1970.

COMMENTS: * = Tillamook County Corner Tag Placed.

FD Steel Fence Post Set by R.S. 920 at Witness Corner.

REWITNESS

I SET 1' 1' Iron Rebar with 3' Brass Cap in concrete inside found 1' 1' I.P.

*96 " Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
X in top RR iron @ S 76° E 29 93
S gate post of school
Top Fire hydrant in N 55° E 156 89
Front of school

SET Hat Section 14-1-44 E G.A. Arthur 12-27-73

COMMENTS: No hat section or post erected as
USFS already has 4' x 4' 84" Section line
Crossing. Post erected
THE FD. BRASS CAP WAS SET IN CONCRETE

IN THE PRESENCE OF: ALAN E. DUNCAN

DATE: 5/72 PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.